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Unlike other shortcuts, you won't find this one in the Shortcuts Gallery tab. If you don't create this
shortcut yourself, you'll need to download it from someone who's already created one. Reddit user

Varoeldurr generously shared their version among other shortcuts for downloading YouTube videos.
Just tap the link on your iPhone, then tap Get Shortcut to add it to Shortcuts. If you see its workflow

page, tap Done to view your shortcuts library. After tapping Shortcuts, simply tap Download YouTube
from the Run Shortcut screen to begin the download process. Once you do, you'll see the shortcut in
action, mostly as it Get[s] Contents of URL (more on this later). Once finished, you'll have the option
to either Share it or Save to photo album. One of my most consistent sources for mobile content is
YouTube. It's one of the most viewed web destinations on the planet, and as a result, videos of all

shapes and sizes are consistently uploaded. YouTube is a great place to consume a wealth of
content, but, as anyone who has had an aversion to the video streaming service is well-aware, once
you've watched a video, if there's no easy way to download it, the video is lost. Most mobile devices,

including the iPhone, don't have this capability. Fortunately, one app is trying to make it easy to
download videos directly from the YT app. Hacked-ios YouTube Downloader (YTD) is a productivity

suite that can be used to grab the video you want, and provides an easy way to save the files to your
device as local media. The new app, which was made by ios developer Anthony Laverne, is designed
to download content on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Users can import their YTD saved content
into third-party apps, and it's available for free on the App Store. Hacked-ios YouTube Downloader
(YTD) is a bit different than some of the other apps on the App Store. Instead of being a standalone

app, it can be added to a workflow, making it easier to select content from within other apps you use
on a regular basis.
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The next time you want to save a YouTube video and that video's corresponding
audio track to your iPhone, there's an easy way to do it in the iOS 12 Shortcuts app.

Open it and scroll down to the bottom of the menu then, tap on Create shortcut.
YTDDownloader is a YouTube downloader that allows you to download YouTube
videos easily. The YTDDownloader lets you download your favorite videos from
YouTube to several formats, including FLV and 3GP. You can also skip unwanted
parts of a video directly after downloading. The YTDDownloader comes with an

interface that is very intuitive. No other YouTube Downloader can compare to its
functions. The app is safe and it has all the necessary features that you would

require. Unboxed is an Android application that offers a simple and easy way to
stream and download YouTube videos. The app lets you download videos from

Google Play to your SD card. The Unboxed also allows you to pause the video and
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save videos in FLV, 3GP, MP4, and other video formats. YouTubes Terms of Service
explicitly mention that users shouldnt download videos, except where YouTube

provides a download button or link on that video. Moreover, you cannot download or
make copies of any copyrighted YouTube Videos. You could face legal troubles like

trials or fines if you get caught doing such activity. YouTube considers these
activities as unauthorized or illegitimate. At Guru99, we never encourage such
activities. YouTubes Terms of Service explicitly mentions that users shouldnt

download videos, except where YouTube provides a download button or link on that
video. Moreover, you cannot download or make copies of any copyrighted YouTube
Videos. You could face legal troubles like trials or fines if you get caught doing such

activity. YouTube considers these activities as unauthorized or illegitimate. At
Guru99, we never encourage such activities. 5ec8ef588b
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